
         STIPENDIARY STEWARD’S REPORT     

 

MEETING DETAILS: 
Club: Hawke’s Bay Racing Incorporated                        Date: Monday 11th June 2012 
Weather:  Fine  
Track:  Dead (5)                              
Rail:     Out 7m  
Stewards:  R Neal (Chairman) N Goodwin and B Bateup 
Typist:  Stewards 

 

GENERAL: 

P Taylor did not attend the meeting due to illness and was replaced as follows; 
R2 on DIAMOND LINDAUER by K Myers 
R7 on DONNA TRUMP by D Bradley 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: THORN PRINCE; BARBARIC; KATIE JAY; TE KARAKA; ARTEMIS; WHOOPI GEE; 

CAPRICIOUS: 
  
Suspensions: Nil  
Fines:  Nil    
Warnings: R1- R Myers – [Rule 638 (1) (d)] – Shifting in 1800m 
                             R2 -J Waddell-[Rule 638 (1) (d)]- Shifting ground 1100m  
Bleeders             Nil 
Horse Actions: R7 – GINGERBREAD MAN- Racing manners     
Medical Certificates:  
Rider Changes: As above  

 

RACE COMMENTS: 
Race 1 LIQUOR KING NAPIER STAYERS 

THORN PRINCE hung out shortly after the start which resulted in STICKEMUP and CIRCLES 
being tightened.  
TJAPKI had to be steadied approaching the winning post on the first occasion when inside 
THORN PRINCE (R Myers) which shifted in when not fully clear. R Myers was issued with a 
warning.  
SHORT OF CENTS made the first turn awkwardly when over-racing and had to be steadied 
for some distance. 
NO COMMISION and THORN PRINCE both raced keenly in the early stages.  

Race 2 L.I.REDSHAW MAIDEN 3YO 

LUCY JEAN began awkwardly and was slow away. 
GO BEAUTY was slow away. 
BOLT ACTION had to be steadied shortly after the start when BARBARIC (J Waddell) shifted 
in. J Waddell was issued with a warning. 
BOLT ACTION failed to make the first turn correctly and when being restrained got its head 
up and hung out. 
SHANGHAI LIL raced wide throughout. 



DIAMOND LINDAUER hung outward over the final 400m and had to be continually 
straightened. 

Race 3 AGRONICA MAIDEN 1200 

PRIVATE LINCOLN was slow away and was then tightened when runners either side shifted 
ground. 
COLOURFUL LADY was slow to begin. 
THIRD RATE ROMANCE shifted in on jumping and bumped heavily with THE MINERS SON 
which lost ground. THIRD RATE ROMANCE when being corrected shifted out making heavy 
contact with OH EM GEE which became unbalanced. 
COLOURFUL LADY was crowded and lost ground when in restricted room near the 1100m. 
THIRD RATE ROMANCE raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
GRANUIAILE (M McNab) tailed off in the home straight. M McNab eased the filly down over 
the final stages as he considered something amiss after racing ungenerously throughout. 
A post-race veterinary inspection revealed slight soreness and GRANUIALE was to undergo 
further veterinary treatment with the Stewards to be advised of the outcome. 

Race 4 KELLY BURNE 1600 

JUST CALL ME BOND was very slow to begin then passing the 1400m over-raced for a short 
distance. JUST CALL ME BOND then raced ungenerously rounding the final turn and early 
part of the home straight  
AMBERIO was held up rounding the turn and near the 300m had to steady when 
attempting a marginal run between SANRIBA and DEFIANT. A short distance further on 
AMBERIO was checked when racing outside DEFIANT which was dictated wider when TE 
KARAKA hung outwards. Also contributing to this incident was some inward movement 
from SANRIBA. R Hutchings the rider of TE KARAKA transferred the whip into his right hand 
in an attempt to keep his mount straight over the concluding stages.  

Race 5 THOMSON'S SUITS 1600 

HYDROGEN dislodged rider M McNab during its preliminary sustaining an injury when 
making contact with a rail and after undergoing a veterinary inspection was declared a late 
scratching. M McNab was uninjured. 
BARMASAI jumped in at the start hampering DONNA MARIE and CAJUN. 
I TOLD YOU SO raced keenly entering the back straight. 
ROYAL MURDER raced three wide without cover throughout. 
CAJUN was accidently struck with a whip near the 300m 
RAPPORTEUR gave ground rapidly near the 500m and in doing so went back onto MR 
HANDSOMELAD which was checked and lost ground. 

Race 6 WOOD 'N' LODGE F&M 1400 

SPOT THE DOT shifted in on jumping crowding BENNY’S SISTER which lost ground. 
AMANPULO and AUSTIN ROAD slow away 
CENTAROSE was buffeted shortly after leaving the barriers when in restricted room. 
WHOOPI GEE ducked outwards abruptly near the 250m and hampered the tiring SPOT THE 
DOT. 
BELLAPIN over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
AMANPULO (J Oliver) was held up for a short distance rounding the turn and was inclined 
to shift ground over the final 300m and had to be straightened. Apprentice J Oliver was 
shown footage of his ride for educational purposes. 

Race 7 CHOUXMAANI INVESTMENTS LTD 1400 

ZODIAC was slow away.    
DIRTY HARRY and GINGERBREAD MAN both commenced to race erratically after leaving the 
barriers and bumped on several occasions and passing the 1300m GINGERBREAD MAN was 
steadied when inside LIFE OF REILLY (M McNab) which shifted in abruptly. Apprentice 
McNab was advised to exercise care. 



Also affected in this incident was LIZKEE 
GINGERBREAD MAN raced fiercely throughout the back straight and near the 800m was 
taken wide to avoid heels, with the gelding not being persevered with over the concluding 
stages. Trainer T Symes was advised that a warning had been placed against GINGERBREAD 
MAN with respect to its racing manners. 

  
 
  
 

 


